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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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BackgroundBackground
When workflows can not meet user requirements, users need to judge their business logic and use the
API to submit  transcoding tasks. For example, not all videos require transcoding; and different videos
need different transcoding configurations.

BenefitsBenefits
Customizes business logic and flexibly submit  transcoding tasks.

Supports powerful functions such as transcoding, encapsulation, watermarking, supports HLS-
AES128 standard encryption, edit ing and other functions.

Supports sending execution information to the specified message queue or message notificat ion
upon completion of the transcoding task.

Supports URL playback.

LimitsLimits
A transcoding task generates an output file that allows tasks to be submitted in batch.

API transcoding supports HLS-AES128 standard encryption. Currently, Alibaba Cloud private
encryption is not supported.

API transcoding supports URL playback, but does not support  media ID playback. Users need to
associate mult iple output of mult iple definit ion in mult iple formats to achieve the logic of automatic
switching between different definit ion and support ing mult iple formats.

PreparationPreparation
Custom transcoding template (as needed), log on to the Media Processing console for configuration.

Custom watermark template (as needed), log on to the Media Processing console for configuration.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Upload input files to OSS (Mult iple upload options: OSS console, OSS related uploading tools and

upload SDK).

2. Set  MPS Queue notificat ion.

3. Submit  transcoding task.

4. After gett ing the message, call the “QueryTranscodingJob” interface to query the task execution
result  and get the output file URL.

5. Video playback via URL.

Set up an application to add watermarks to the videoSet up an application to add watermarks to the video
Java source code download.

1.Transcoding1.Transcoding
1.1. How do I perform API transcoding?1.1. How do I perform API transcoding?

ApsaraVideo for Media Processing Best  Pract ices··Transcoding
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Watermarks refer to the process of adding related information (such as a corporate logo, TV stat ion
logo, and user nickname) to a video. Watermarks can highlight brands, protect  copyrights, and increase
product recognit ion. MPS supports three watermark types: image wat ermarksimage wat ermarks, animat edanimat ed
wat ermarkswat ermarks and t ext  wat ermarks.t ext  wat ermarks.. You can select  a type based on your needs.

TypeType
Image wat ermarksImage wat ermarks: You can use a PNG image as the watermark. The image is displayed at  a fixed
posit ion on the video. You can specify the display t ime (from the beginning to the end or in a certain
duration).

Animat ed wat ermarkAnimat ed wat ermark: You can use an animated graphic in APNG format or a video in MOV format as
the watermark. The animation is displayed repeatedly at  a fixed posit ion on the video.

T ext  wat ermarkT ext  wat ermark: You can use texts as the watermark. You can specify the font, size, and color of
the texts and add different texts to different videos.

Parameter descriptionParameter description
When submitt ing transcoding tasks,you can specify a watermark template and material to add
watermark information for the output video.

You can specify several WaterMark objects for each transcoding task. A WaterMark object  contains the
following parameters:

WaterMarkTemplateId (watermark template ID)

A watermark template contains common parameters such as Type, ReferPos, Width, Height, Dx, and
Dy.

You can create a template on the Media Processing console. For more information, see Watermark
transcoding template.

Not e Not e The parameters in WaterMark objects have a higher priority than the corresponding
parameters in the template. The parameters in WaterMark objects overwrite those parameters in
the template.

Type (watermark type)

When adding image or animated watermarks, you can set  Type to Image and specify InputFile, which
is the OSS file path of the watermark materials.

When adding text  watermarks, you can set  Type to Text  and specify the TextWaterMark parameter,
including text  font, size, color, and transparency.

ReferPos (watermark posit ion)

The reference posit ion where a watermark is displayed. Dx and Dy are calculated based on ReferPos.
See Watermark template configuration.

2.How do I add a watermark?2.How do I add a watermark?

Best  Pract ices··How do I add a wat e
rmark?
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Watermark coordinate descript ion:

Width, Height, Dx, and Dy

Specify the width, height, horizontal offset, and vert ical offset  of a watermark. The values can be
calculated in the following two ways:

Absolute value:

Units: pixels. Value range: [8,4096].

Relat ive scale:

The width and height relat ive to the output video resolut ion. Value range: (0, 1). Up to four digits
are allowed after the decimal point, for example, 0.9999.

Default  value:

The default  value is 0 when Dx and Dy are not set.

When neither Width nor Height is set, the watermark width is 0.12 t imes the resolut ion width of
the output video. The watermark height scales proport ionally according to the aspect  rat io of
the original watermark image.

When either Width or Height is set, the unspecified parameter scales proport ionally based on the
aspect  rat io of the original watermark image.

When both Width and Height are set, the watermark image is set  based on the specified values.

InputFile (input file)

Specifies the OSS file location of an image or animated watermark. Images in PNG format and
animations in MOV and APNG formats can be used as watermarks.

ApsaraVideo for Media Processing Best  Pract ices··How do I add a wat e
rmark?
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Not e Not e The file extension of an animated watermark must be mov or apng in lowercase. File
extensions of images are not limited.

TextWaterMark (text  watermark)

Specifies the detailed parameters of text  watermarks.

Not e Not e The reference posit ion and relat ive scale cannot be set  for text  watermarks. You can
specify the upper-left  corner as the reference posit ion and specify Dx and Dy offsets according
to the absolute values.

ScenariosScenarios
Short  videos

In this scenario, you can add an image watermark (product logo) and a text  watermark (user ID) to
downloaded or shared short  videos to protect  copyright.

Example:

Audio and video websites

For audio and video websites, you can add brand logos to videos to demonstrate copyright ownership.
Addit ionally, you can also add st ickers to videos of entertainment programs to make the programs
more interest ing or increase advert isement exposure.

Code exampleCode example
When transcoding to a  720P(1280x720)  in MP4 format, you can add three watermarks at  the same
time and specify parameters for all three.

Image watermark

You can specify the upper-right corner as the reference posit ion and set  the relat ive scale of the
image watermark width to 0.05 t imes the resolut ion width of the output video. The watermark height
scales proport ionally based on the aspect  rat io of the original watermark image.

Best  Pract ices··How do I add a wat e
rmark?
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Text  watermark

You can specify the upper-left  corner as the reference posit ion and set  the text  to  Test text wate
rmark . You can specify the text  font information such as typeface to SimSun, font size to 16, color
to red, and transparency to 50. The text  will be displayed in the video based on the specified
information.

Animated watermark

You can specify the lower-left  corner as the reference posit ion and add an MOV video as the
watermark. You can set  the height of the video to 240 pixels. The width of the video scales
proport ionally according to the aspect  rat io of the original watermark video.

Code examples:

Watermarks-Java SDK

Watermarks-Python SDK

Watermarks-PHP SDK

ApsaraVideo for Media Processing Best  Pract ices··How do I add a wat e
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Screenshots refer to the process where an image captured at  a specified t ime in a video is saved as an
image file.

TypeType
Key frame

A key frame has good image quality and can be captured quickly because key frames of videos are
independently encoded. Key frames appear in a video at  intervals but cannot be captured at  a
specified t ime. The system can search for corresponding key frames close to the specified t ime.

Normal frame

Compared with a key frame, a normal frame has poorer image quality and takes longer t ime to
capture. However, it  can be precisely captured at  a specified t ime.

Parameter descriptionParameter description
You need to take note of the following parameters when you input a file:

Input

Specifies the OSS input file of the video that you want to take a screenshot of.

Not e Not e The location of OSS must correspond to the region of MPS. For example, oss-cn-
hangzhou location of OSS corresponds to cn-hangzhou region of MPS.

You need to take note of the following parameters in SnapshotConfig:

OutputFile

Specifies the OSS output file of screenshots. You can either specify a fixed file name of an OSS
Object  or customize one. For naming rules, see Screenshot OutputFile .

Time

Specifies the t ime for a single screenshot or the start  t ime for mult iple screenshots. Integer type in
milliseconds.

Interval and Num

Specify the t ime interval between any two frames (unit: second) and the number of frames to be
captured. It  involves the following situations:

When Num is not set, screenshots are taken t ill the end of the video based on the specified
interval.

When the value of Num is greater than 1, screenshots are taken based on the specified interval t ill
the number of captured screenshots reaches the specified number.

When the value of Num is 1, a single screenshot is taken asynchronously.

Width and Height

Specify the width and height (pixels) of one or more output screenshot images.

The width and height are based on the input video.

When neither Width nor Height is set, the size of the output image is the same as that of the video.

3.How do I set screenshot?3.How do I set screenshot?

Best  Pract ices··How do I set  screens
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When either Width or Height is set, the unspecified side is scaled based on the aspect  rat io of the
video. This avoids image deformation.

Not e Not e We recommend that you do not randomly set  both Width and Height to avoid image
distort ion.

When an MP4 video in the portrait  mode has a rotat ion identifier, the screenshot
orientation is landscape.

When an MP4 video in the portrait  mode does not have a rotat ion identifier, the
screenshot orientation remains portrait .

FrameType

Specifies the screenshot type: Key Frame or Normal Frame. The default  value is Key Frame.

TileOutputFile and TileOut

Specify the OSS output file of image sprites and T ileOut.

SubOut and Format

If you want to use WebVTT thumbnails, set  Format to vtt .

If  you want to output the WebVTT thumbnails as image sprites, set  Format and SubOut at  the
same t ime.

ScenariosScenarios
Single screenshot

Specify a t ime to take the screenshot of a video at  that t ime.

Mult iple screenshots

Specify a t ime interval to take mult iple screenshots of a video at  even intervals. Each screenshot is an
image file. This operation is also called batch screenshots or ordinal screenshots.

Image sprites

You can merge the images of mult iple screenshots into one big image sprite. Mult iple screenshots can
be requested at  one t ime, which reduces the number of image requests and improves client
performance.

WebVTT thumbnails

Standard subtit le format in HTML5 as well as the thumbnail preview format for several H5 players.
See JWPlayer Documents.

WebVTT is a file format. A thumbnail can be either mult iple images or one big image sprite.

Execution methodExecution method
See  Task execution and completion  in Task and MPS Queue.

Synchronization

When the API is called, IDs and results of screenshot jobs are synchronously returned.

Only a single screenshot can be synchronized.

Asynchronization

ApsaraVideo for Media Processing Best  Pract ices··How do I set  screens
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When the API is called, only IDs of screenshot jobs are returned. To check the screenshot results, you
can use screenshot job IDs or use the Notificat ion service.

Single screenshot, mult iple screenshots, image sprites, and WebVTT thumbnails can all be taken
asynchronously.

Code exampleCode example
You have a  720P(1280x720)  video last ing 10 seconds. You can specify the height of screenshots to
360 pixels, the start  t ime to 2 seconds, the interval to 1 second, and the number to 3. Three images are
captured at  the second, third, and fourth seconds, respectively. The image files are named in
succession, such as 00001, 00002, and 00003.

Screenshots-Java SDK

Screenshots-Python SDK

Screenshots-PHP SDK

Best  Pract ices··How do I set  screens
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Splicing refers to the process of splicing mult iple videos of different formats, encoding, and resolut ions
and outputt ing a new video with the same format, encoding methods, and resolut ion. This function is
often used to add fixed t it les and credits and splice live broadcast  videos.

Cutt ing refers to the process where you extract  a certain clip of a video and output into a new video.
This function is often used to extract  the highlights or essential contents of videos.

Parameter descriptionParameter description
When splicing a video, you need to take note of the following parameters:

Input

Specifies an OSS input file for the t it le.

Not e Not e The location of OSS must correspond to the region of MPS. For example, oss-cn-
hangzhou location of OSS corresponds to cn-hangzhou region of MPS.

Set the following parameters in Output:

Video

Specifies the width, height, and bit  rate of the final output video. If  the width and height of mult iple
clips (including t it les and credits) are inconsistent with those of the final video, the margins will be
automatically filled with black. We recommend that you prepare t it les and credits of different widths
and heights based on the actual resolut ions of different jobs to create a better video.

MergeList

The list  order is the splicing order. The last  item of the list  is the credits. You can splice up to five
videos (including the t it le and credits) into one. You can use the  MergeConfigUrl  parameter to
splice more videos together.

Not e Not e  MergeLsit  and  MergeConfigUrl  are mutually exclusive. You can specify only
one of them.

Each spliced video has three parameters:

MergeURL

Specifies the OSS URL of a splicing video.

Not e Not e The OSS region of the video that you splice must be consistent with that of the
tit le. Videos from different regions cannot be spliced.

Start

When you splice videos, you can specify a start  point  to extract  a desired clip for the final video.
The default  value is 0.

4.Splicing and cutting4.Splicing and cutting
4.1. How do I set splicing and simple4.1. How do I set splicing and simple
cutting?cutting?
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Duration

When you splice videos, you can specify a duration (with the start  point  as the value of Start) to
extract  a desired clip for the final video. The default  duration is from Start  to the end of the video.

MergeConfigUrl

Specifies the OSS URL of the configuration file of the videos that you are splicing. The content of the
configuration file is a JSON object, with the same value of MergeList.

The list  order is the splicing order. The last  item of the list  is the credits. You can splice up to 100 clips
(including the t it le and credits) into one.

Code examplesCode examples
You can splice a  720P(1280x720)  video with the  480P(640x480)  t it le and credit  in MP4 format. The
resolut ion of the output video is  1280x720 . When you play the output video, black borders are
displayed on the left  and right sides of the t it le and credit . However, the video is normally displayed.

Code example details:

Splicing and simple cutting-Java SDKPanels and simple clips-Java SDK

Splicing and simple cutting-Python SDK

Splicing and simple cutting-PHP SDK

Video opening and ending scenes refer to a special effect  of splicing: embedding the scenes in a video
as picture-in-picture.

Parameter descriptionParameter description
When you embed the opening and ending scenes, you need to take note of the following parameters:

Input

Specifies an OSS input file for the video.

Not e Not e The location of OSS must correspond to the region of MPS. For example, oss-cn-
hangzhou location of OSS corresponds to cn-hangzhou region of MPS.

Set the following parameters in Output:

Video

Specifies the width, height, and bit  rate of the final output video. When the width and height of the
video are inconsistent with those of the final output, the video will be stretched automatically. We
recommend that you specify either the width or height. The unspecified side will be scaled based on
the original aspect  rat io of the video.

Opening

The order of the opening scene list  is the splicing order. You can add up to two opening scenes.

Each opening scene contains four parameters:

4.2. How do I set the opening and ending4.2. How do I set the opening and ending
scenes?scenes?
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OpenUrl

Specifies the OSS URL of an opening scene.

Not e Not e The OSS region of an opening scene must be consistent with that of the video you
plan to splice it  with. Videos from different regions cannot be spliced.

Start

Specifies the t ime when the opening scene starts to play after the start  of the video. The default
value is 0 seconds.

Width

Specifies the width of an opening scene. Two special values of the parameter:

 -1  indicates that the width is equal to that of the opening scene source;

 full  indicates that the video screen is f illed up.

You can specify other values. Value range: (0, 4096].

Not e Not e The scene is aligned to the center of the video. We recommend that you do not
set  the width of an ending scene to be greater than that of the video to avoid any
problems.

Height

Specifies the height of an opening scene. Two special values of the parameter:

 -1  indicates that the height is equal to that of the opening scene source;

 full  indicates that the video screen is f illed up.

You can specify other values. Value range: (0, 4096].

Not e Not e The scene is aligned to the center of the video. We recommend that you do not
set  the height of an opening scene to be greater than that of the video to avoid any
problems.

TailSlate

The order of the ending scene order list  is the splicing order. You can add up to two ending scenes.

Each ending scene contains the following parameters:

TailUrl

Specifies the OSS URL of an ending scene.

Not e Not e The OSS region of an ending scene must be consistent with that of the video you
plan to splice it  with. Videos from different regions cannot be spliced.
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Width

Specifies the width of an ending scene. Two special values of the parameter:

 -1  ndicates that the width is equal to that of the ending scene source;

 full  indicates that the video screen is f illed up.

You can specify other values. Value range: (0, 4096].

Not e Not e The scene is aligned to the center of the video. We recommend that you do not
set  the width of an ending scene to be greater than that of the video to avoid any
problems.

Height

Specifies the height of an ending scene. Two special values of the parameter:

 -1  indicates that the height equals to that of the ending scene source;

 full  indicates that the video screen is f illed up.

You can specify other values. Value range: (0, 4096].

Not e Not e The scene is aligned to the center of the video. We recommend that you do not
set  the height of an ending scene to be greater than that of the video to avoid any
problems.

BlendDuration

The duration of transit ion from the video to the ending scene. The effect  of transit ion is fade-in
and fade-out: The last  frame of the video and the ending scene start  playing at  the same t ime.
The last  frame of the video gradually fades out while the ending scene fades in. The default  value
is 0 seconds.

IsMergeAudio

Specifies whether to splice the audio in the ending scene or not.

BgColor

Specifies the background color that fills up the margin when the width or height is smaller than
that of the video.

Code exampleCode example
You can splice a  720P (1280x720)  video with the  480P (640x480)  opening and ending scenes in
MP4 format. You can set  the start  t ime of the opening scene to 2 seconds, the transit ion t ime of the
ending scene to 3 seconds, and the background color to  Black . The opening scene starts to play
two seconds into the video. The opening scene is centered in the video and plays simultaneously with
the video. The ending scene fades in and out at  the end of the video.

Code example:

Opening and ending scenes-Java SDK

Opening and ending scene-Python SDK

Opening and ending scene-PHP SDK
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DescriptionDescription
HLS package refers to the process in which mult i-subtit le, mult i-track and mult i-bitstream are
integrated into a Master Playlist  f ile. The process includes creating HLS package workflow and calling
AddMedia interface to specify video and the ID of the HLS package workflow for video processing.

1. When you use AddMediaWorkflow interface to add workflow, pay attention to the following
objects:

Topology

The business process that can be defined by users using directed acyclic graphs (DAGs).

Act ivity

Activity refers to the processing nodes which constitute the topology. While creating HLS
package workflow, pay attention to the following act ivit ies:

PackageConfig

Specify HLS package configuration, and configure the output location for the Master Playlist
file.

The front node allows: Start .

The back node allows: Subtit leGroup, AudioGroup, and Transcode (only video).

SubtitleGroup

Specify the subtit le group ID.

The front node allows: PackageConfig.

The back node allows: Transcode (for subtit les only).

AudioGroup

Specify the audio group ID.

The front node allows: PackageConfig.

The back node allows: Transcode (only audio).

Transcode

Transcode nodes are used to extract  video, audio, or subtit le streams.

The front node allows: PackageConfig, Subtit leGroup, and AudioGroup.

The back node allows: GenerateMasterPlayList .

5.Package5.Package
5.1. How do I perform HLS package?5.1. How do I perform HLS package?
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GenerateMasterPlayList

HLS package generation act ivity specifies mult i-ratestream configuration, audio group and
subtit le group.

The front node allows: Transcode.

The back node allows: Report.

Dependencies

The edges in the topology, which indicates the dependency between act ivit ies.

2. To add media to MPS, call the AddMedia operation.

Specify Media workflow ID.

If  subtit le extract ion exists, you can configure in the way that the subtit le file address overwrites
the WebVTTSubtit leURL parameter in the Transcode act ivity, and only subtit le files of WebVTT
are supported.

Set  the Workflow triggering mode as NotInAuto.

ScenariosScenarios
The mxf format of the source file, also supports such formats as mp4, flv and m3u8(ts), extracts three
audio tracks, two video streams and two groups of WebVTT subtit les from the source file, and then
combine and package into a Master Playlist:

Configure HLS package output location and name of Master Playlist .

Set  up the bucket.

Specify Location for the Master Playlist  f ile.

Specify the name of the Master Playlist  f ile.

The act ivity is defined as follows:

{
"Parameters" : {
"Output" : "{\"Bucket\": \"processedmediafile\",\"Location\": \"oss-cn-hangzhou\",\"Maste
rPlayListName\": \"{MediaId}/{RunId}/hls/master.m3u8\"}"
},
"Type" : "PackageConfig"
}

Output indicates the output location and the name of the Master Playlist  f ile. For more
information, see Parameters supported for the PackageConfig activity.

Set  Type to PackageConfig.

Audio group

Configure the audio group ID, wherein two audio streams belongs to the same audio group.

The act ivity is defined as follows:
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{
"Parameters" : {
"GroupId" : "audios"
},
"Type" : "AudioGroup"
}

GroupId: Specify the audio group Id as audios.

Type: Specify the type as AudioGroup act ivity.

Extract  audio streams

To extract  audio streams from the mxf source file, you must remove the video streams.

Output audio parameters:

Codec: AAC

SampleRate:48000 Hz

Format:Stereo

The act ivity is defined as follows:

{
"Name" : "audio-extract-1",
"Parameters" : {
"Outputs" : "[{\"TemplateId\":\"S00000001-100020\",\"AudioStreamMap\":\"0:a:0\",\"Video\"
:{\"Remove\":\"true\"}}]",
"ExtXMedia" : "{\"URI\": \"sd/audio-en.m3u8\",\"Name\": \"audio-en\",\"Language\": \"en-U
S\"}"
}

Preset static templates ID: S00000001-100020 indicates that the audio output is m3u8(ts), and the
audio bitrate configured in the preset  templates is 80kbps.

AudioStreamMap: The sequence number of the audio stream. For more information, see Output.

Remove the video streams from the output. For more information, see Video.

ExtXMedia defines Media Playlist , and URI specifies the name of Media Playlist .

Type is configured as Transcode, which is transcode act ivity.

Video extract ion

To extract  video streams from the mxf source file, you must remove the audio streams.

The act ivity is defined as follows:

{
"Name" : "video-extract",
"Parameters" : {
"Outputs" : "[{\"TemplateId\":\"1fe5393bdb7b2b883f0a0fc91e81344a\",\"Audio\":{\"Remove\":
\"true\"}}]",
"MultiBitrateVideoStream" : "{\"URI\": \"sd/video1.m3u8\"}"
},
"Type" : "Transcode"
}
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Custom transcoding template ID: 1fe5393bdb7b2b883f0a0fc91e81344a, you can log on to the
MPS console, and configure the video transcoding parameter in Set t ingsSet t ings >  > T ranscodingT ranscoding
T emplat esT emplat es:

Codec:H. 264

Resolution:384x216

Profile:Main

Bitrate:240 Kbps

Fps:25

PixelFormat:YUV420P Max GOP size:1 segment length (4 seconds)

Output format: m-3u8

Remove audio streams from the output. For more information Audio.

MultiBitrateVideoStream defines the mult i-bitrate video streams in Master Playlist , and URI specifies
the name of Media Playlist .

Set  Type to Transcode, which indicates transcoding act ivit ies.

Subtit le group

Configure subtit le group ID, wherein two subtit le streams belong to the same subtit le group.

The act ivity is defined as follows:

{
"Parameters" : {
"GroupId" : "subtitles"
},
"Type" : "SubtitleGroup"
}

GroupId: Specify the audio group Id as subtit les.

Type: Specify the type as Subtit leGroup act ivity.

Subtit le extract ion

Upload subtit les in the WebVtt  format to OSS.

The act ivity is defined as follows:

{
"Name" : "subtitle-extract-1",
"Parameters" : {
"WebVTTSubtitleURL" : "http://mts-video.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyun-inc.com/ShawshankRedemptio
n.vtt",
"ExtXMedia" : "{\"URI\": \"zh/subtitle1-cn.m3u8\",\"Name\": \"subtitle-cn\",\"Language\":
\"cn\"}"
},
"Type" : "Transcode"
}

WebVTTSubtitleURL specified the subtit le address. The subtit le address is overwritten dynamically
while calling AddMedia. For more information about this parameter, see OverrideParams.
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ExtXMedia defines Media Playlist , and URI specifies the name of Media Playlist .

Type is configured as Transcode, which is transcode act ivity.

Output a Master Playlist  f ile

Package all the output audio, video, and subtit le streams into a Master Playlist  f ile.

The act ivity is defined as follows:

{
"Parameters" : {
"MasterPlayList" : "{\"MultiBitrateVideoStreams\": [{\"RefActivityName\": \"video-extract
\",\"ExtXStreamInfo\": {\"BandWidth\": \"1110000\",\"Audio\": \"audios\",\"Subtitles\": \
"subtitles\"}}]}"
},
"Type" : "GenerateMasterPlayList"
}

MasterPlayList  defines Master Playlist .

MultiBitrateVideoStreams refers to mult i-bitrate video streams group.

RefActivityName specifies the act ivity name of video streams.

ExtXStreamInfo defines the attributes of the mult i-bitrate video streams, Audio specifies the audio
group, and Subtit les specifies the subtit le group.

Type is set  as GenerateMasterPlayList , that  is generating Master Playlist  act ivity.

Complete scenario example shown in topology:

{
"Activities" : {
"package-node" : {
"Name" : "package-node",
"Parameters" : {
"Output" : "{\"Bucket\": \"processedmediafile\",\"Location\": \"oss-cn-hangzhou\",\"MasterP
layListName\": \"{MediaId}/{RunId}/hls/master.m3u8\"}"
},
"Type" : "PackageConfig"
},
"audioGroupNode" : {
"Name" : "audioGroupNode",
"Parameters" : {
"GroupId" : "audios"
},
"Type" : "AudioGroup"
},
"subtitleGroupNode" : {
"Name" : "subtitleGroupNode",
"Parameters" : {
"GroupId" : "subtitles"
},
"Type" : "SubtitleGroup"
},
"video-extract-1" : {
"Name" : "video-extract-1",
"Parameters" : {
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"Parameters" : {
"Outputs" : "[{\"TemplateId\":\"1fe5393bdb7b2b883f0a0fc91e81344a\",\"Audio\":{\"Remove\":\"
true\"}}]",
"MultiBitrateVideoStream" : "{\"URI\": \"sd/video1.m3u8\"}"
},
"Type" : "Transcode"
},
"video-extract-2" : {
"Name" : "video-extract-1",
"Parameters" : {
"Outputs" : "[{\"TemplateId\":\"1fe5393bdb7b2b883f0a0fc91e81344b\",\"Audio\":{\"Remove\":\"
true\"}}]",
"MultiBitrateVideoStream" : "{\"URI\": \"sd/video2.m3u8\"}"
},
"Type" : "Transcode"
},
"audio-extract-1" : {
"Name" : "audio-extract-1",
"Parameters" : {
"Outputs" : "[{\"TemplateId\":\"S00000001-100020\",\"AudioStreamMap\":\"0:a:0\"}]",
"ExtXMedia" : "{\"URI\": \"sd/audio-en-1.m3u8\",\"Name\": \"audio-en\",\"Language\": \"en-U
S\"}"
},
"Type" : "Transcode"
},
"audio-extract-2" : {
"Name" : "audio-extract-2",
"Parameters" : {
"Outputs" : "[{\"TemplateId\":\"S00000001-100020\",\"AudioStreamMap\":\"0:a:1\"}]",
"ExtXMedia" : "{\"URI\": \"sd/audio-cn.m3u8\",\"Name\": \"audio-cn\",\"Language\": \"cn\"}"
},
"Type" : "Transcode"
},
"audio-extract-3" : {
"Name" : "audio-extract-3",
"Parameters" : {
"Outputs" : "[{\"TemplateId\":\"S00000001-100020\",\"AudioStreamMap\":\"0:a:2\"}]",
"ExtXMedia" : "{\"URI\": \"sd/audio-de.m3u8\",\"Name\": \"audio-de\",\"Language\": \"de\"}"
},
"Type" : "Transcode"
},
"subtitle-extract-1" : {
"Name" : "subtitle-extract-1",
"Parameters" : {
"WebVTTSubtitleURL" : "http://mts-video-daily-bucket.oss-test.aliyun-inc.com/1.vtt",
"ExtXMedia" : "{\"URI\": \"zh/subtitle1-cn.m3u8\",\"Name\": \"subtitle-cn\",\"Language\": \
"cn\"}"
},
"Type" : "Transcode"
},
"subtitle-extract-2" : {
"Name" : "subtitle-extract-2",
"Parameters" : {
"WebVTTSubtitleURL" : "http://mts-video.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyun-inc.com/ShawshankRedemption.
vtt",
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vtt",
"ExtXMedia" : "{\"URI\": \"zh/subtitle1-en.m3u8\",\"Name\": \"subtitle-en\",\"Language\": \
"en-US\"}"
},
"Type" : "Transcode"
},
"masterPlayListGenerate" : {
"Name" : "masterPlayListGenerate",
"Parameters" : {
"MasterPlayList" : "{\"MultiBitrateVideoStreams\": [{\"RefActivityName\": \"video-extract-1
\",\"ExtXStreamInfo\": {\"BandWidth\": \"1110000\",\"Audio\": \"audios\",\"Subtitles\": \"s
ubtitles\"}}, {\"RefActivityName\": \"video-extract-2\",\"ExtXStreamInfo\": {\"BandWidth\":
\"5000000\",\"Audio\": \"audios\",\"Subtitles\":\"subtitles\"}}]}"
},
"Type" : "GenerateMasterPlayList"
},
"activityEnd" : {
"Name" : "activityEnd",
"Parameters" : {
"PublishType" : "Manual"
},
"Type" : "Report"
},
"activityStart" : {
"Name" : "activityStart",
"Parameters" : {
"PipelineId" : "900ededca77641ecbecd4f44cc3a2965",
"Role" : "AliyunMTSDefaultRole",
"InputFile" : "{\"Bucket\":\"videouploaded\",\"Location\":\"oss-cn-hangzhou\",\"ObjectPrefi
x\":\"uploaded/\"}"
},
"Type" : "Start"
}
},
"Dependencies" : {
"video-extract-1" : [ "masterPlayListGenerate" ],
"video-extract-2" : [ "masterPlayListGenerate" ],
"audio-extract-1" : [ "masterPlayListGenerate" ],
"audio-extract-2" : [ "masterPlayListGenerate" ],
"audio-extract-3" : [ "masterPlayListGenerate" ],
"subtitle-extract-1" : [ "masterPlayListGenerate" ],
"subtitle-extract-2" : [ "masterPlayListGenerate" ],
"package-node" : [ "video-extract-1", "video-extract-2","subtitleGroupNode", "audioGroupNod
e" ],
"audioGroupNode" : [ "audio-extract-1", "audio-extract-2","audio-extract-3"],
"subtitleGroupNode" : [ "subtitle-extract-1", "subtitle-extract-2" ],
"masterPlayListGenerate" : [ "activityEnd" ],
"activityEnd" : [ ],
"activityStart" : [ "package-node" ]
}
}

Code exampleCode example
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1. Create HLS package workflow

Create workflow-Java

Create a workflow - Python

Create workflow-PHP

2. Add media

Add media-Java

Add media to MPS library - Python

Add media to MPS library - PHP

DescriptionDescription
Dynamic Adaptive Streaming Over HTTP (DASH) packaging allows you to package one or more video
streams at  different bit  rates, subtit les in different languages, and audio tracks into a Master Playlist
file. The process includes creating a DASH packaging workflow and calling the AddMedia operation by
specifying the media and the workflow ID.

1. To create a new workflow, call the AddMediaWorkflow operation.

Topology

The business process that can be defined by users using directed acyclic graphs (DAGs).

Act ivity

The type of processing nodes that constitute the topology. When you create a DASH packaging
workflow, pay attention to the following act ivity types.

PackageConfig

PackageConfig nodes are used to specify a location for the output Master Playlist  f ile.

Topological sort:

PackageConfig nodes can follow the Start  node.

PackageConfig nodes can precede Subtit leGroup, AudioGroup, or VideoGroup nodes.

SubtitleGroup

Subtit leGroup nodes are used to specify the ID and language of each subtit le group.

Topological sort:

Subtit leGroup nodes can follow PackageConfig nodes.

Subtit leGroup nodes can precede Transcode nodes (for subtit les only).

AudioGroup

AudioGroup nodes are used to specify the ID and language of each audio group.

Topological sort:

AudioGroup nodes can follow PackageConfig nodes.

AudioGroup nodes can precede Transcode nodes (for audio only).

5.2. How do I perform DASH package?5.2. How do I perform DASH package?
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VideoGroup

VideoGroup nodes are used to specify the ID of each video group.

Topological sort:

VideoGroup nodes can follow PackageConfig nodes.

VideoGroup nodes can precede Transcode nodes (for video only).

Transcode

Transcode nodes are used to extract  video, audio, or subtit le streams.

Topological sort:

Transcode nodes can follow Subtit leGroup, AudioGroup, or VideoGroup nodes.

Transcode nodes can precede GenerateMasterPlayList  nodes.

GenerateMasterPlayList

GenerateMasterPlayList  nodes are used to generate a Master Playlist  f ile.

Topological sort:

GenerateMasterPlayList  nodes can follow Transcode nodes.

GenerateMasterPlayList  nodes can precede Report  nodes.

Dependencies

The edges in the topology, which indicates the dependency between act ivit ies.

2. To add media to MPS, call the AddMedia operation.

You must specify the ID of the media workflow.

If you need to extract  subtit les, you can configure the OverrideParams parameter to override the
default  URL of the subtit le files in the Transcode act ivity. For example,  {"subtitleTransNode":{
"InputConfig":{"Format":"stl","InputFile":{"URL":"http://subtitleBucket.oss-cn-hangzhou.
aliyuncs.com/package/subtitle/CENG.stl"}}}} . In this example, sut it leTransNode is the node
indicating subtit le extract ion.

Set  TriggerMode to NotInAuto.

ScenarioScenario
Assume that you need to extract  two video streams which contain three audio streams and two
WebVTT subtit le streams from an mxf source file, and package them into a Master Playlist  f ile. The
source file also supports mp4, flv and m3u8 (ts) formats.

Configure the output location and the name of the Master Playlist  f ile.

Set  the bucket.

Specify Location for the Master Playlist  f ile.

Specify the name of the Master Playlist  f ile.

The act ivity is defined as follows:
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{
"Parameters" : {
"Output" : "{\"Bucket\": \"processedmediafile\",\"Location\": \"oss-cn-hangzhou\",\"Maste
rPlayListName\": \"{MediaId}/{RunId}/dash/master.mpd\"}"
},
"Type" : "PackageConfig"
}

Output indicates the output location and the name of the Master Playlist  f ile. For more
information, see Parameters supported for the PackageConfig act ivity.

Set  Type to PackageConfig.

Group audio streams

The act ivity is defined as follows:

"audio-cn-group" : {
"Name" : "audio-cn-group",
"Parameters" : {
"AdaptationSet" : "{\"Lang\":\"chinese\",\"Group\":\"AudioGroupChinese\"}"
},
"Type" : "AudioGroup"
}

Group: Specify the audio group name as AudioGroupChinese.

Type: Specify the type as AudioGroup.

Extract  audio streams

To extract  audio streams from the mxf source file, you must remove the video streams.

Output audio parameters:

The act ivity is defined as follows:

"audioCNTransNode" : {
"Name" : "audioCNTransNode",
"Parameters" : {
"Outputs" : "[{\"TemplateId\":\"S00000001-100020\",\"AudioStreamMap\":\"0:a:0\",\"Video\"
:{\"Remove\":\"true\"}}]",
"Representation" : "{\"Id\":\"chinese128k\",\"URI\":\"audiocn/cn-abc.mpd\"}"
},
"Type" : "Transcode"
}

URI: The location for the output audio streams.

AudioStreamMap: The sequence number of the audio stream. For more information, see Output.

Remove the video streams from the output. For more information, see Video.

Set  Type to Transcode, which indicates transcoding act ivit ies.

Group Video streams
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"video-group" : {
"Name" : "video-group",
"Parameters" : {
"AdaptationSet" : "{\"Group\":\"VideoGroup\"}"
},
"Type" : "VideoGroup"
}

Extract  video streams

To extract  video streams from the mxf source file, you must remove the audio streams.

The act ivity is defined as follows:

"videoTransSD" : {
"Name" : "videoTransSD",
"Parameters" : {
"Outputs" : "[{\"TemplateId\":\"d861b90f6c0aed8f81095e5c5b857cba\",\"Audio\":{\"Remove\":
\"true\"}}]",
"Representation" : "{\"Id\":\"476pSD\",\"URI\":\"videoSD/xx.mpd\"}"
},
"Type" : "Transcode"
} 

In this example, the ID of the user-defined transcoding template is
d861b90f6c0aed8f81095e5c5b857cba. You can call the corresponding API operation to create a
transcoding template, and the container format is mpd.

Remove audio streams from the output. For more information, see Audio.

URI: The name and location of the output video streams.

Set Type to Transcode, which indicates transcoding act ivit ies.

Group subtit le streams

Specify the ID of the subtit le group.

The act ivity is defined as follows:

"subtitle-cn-group" : {
"Name" : "subtitle-cn-group",
"Parameters" : {
"AdaptationSet" : "{\"Lang\":\"Chinese\", \"Group\":\"SubtitleENGroup\"}"
},
"Type" : "SubtitleGroup"
}

Group: Specify the subtit le group name as Subtit leENGroup.

Lang: Specify a language for the subtit le group.

Type: Specify the type as Subtit leGroup.

Extract  subtit le streams

Upload STL, TTML, and WebVTT subtit les to OSS.

The act ivity is defined as follows:
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"subtitleCNNode" : {
"Name" : "subtitleCNNode",
"Parameters" : {
"InputConfig" : "{\"Format\":\"vtt\",\"InputFile\":{\"URL\":\"http://bucketname.oss-cn-ha
ngzhou.aliyuncs.com/test/Audio-SiHD.chs.vtt\"}}",
"Representation" : "{\"Id\":\"subtitle-chinese\", \"URI\":\"subtitle/cn-xx.vtt\"}"
},
"Type" : "Transcode"
}

InputConfig specifies the URL of the subtit le. The URL can be overridden by configuring the
OverrideParams parameter when you call the AddMedia operation.

URI: The location for the output subtit le streams.

Set Type to Transcode, which indicates transcoding act ivit ies.

Output a Master Playlist  f ile

Package all the output audio, video, and subtit le streams into a Master Playlist  f ile.

The act ivity is defined as follows:

{
"Parameters" : {
},
"Type" : "GenerateMasterPlayList"
}

Set Type to GenerateMasterPlayList , which indicates generating a Master Playlist  f ile.

The sample scenario shown in topology:

{
"Activities": {
"act-package": {
"Name": "act-package",
"Parameters": {
"Output": "{\"Bucket\": \"outputbucketname\",\"Location\": \"oss-cn-hangzhou\",\"MasterPlay
ListName\": \"dashpackage/{MediaId}/{RunId}/master.mpd\"}",
"Protocol": "dash"
},
"Type" : "PackageConfig"
},
"video-group": {
"Name": "video-group",
"Parameters": {
"AdaptationSet": "{\"Group\":\"VideoGroup\"}"
},
"Type": "VideoGroup"
},
"audio-en-group": {
"Name": "audio-en-group",
"Parameters": {
"AdaptationSet": "{\"Lang\":\"english\", \"Group\":\"AudioGroupEnglish\"}"
},
"Type" : "AudioGroup"
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"Type" : "AudioGroup"
},
"audio-cn-group": {
"Name": "audio-cn-group",
"Parameters": {
"AdaptationSet": "{\"Lang\":\"chinese\", \"Group\":\"AudioGroupChinese\"}"
},
"Type" : "AudioGroup"
},
"subtitle-en-group": {
"Name": "subtitle-en-group",
"Parameters": {
"AdaptationSet": "{\"Lang\":\"english\", \"Group\":\"SubtitleENGroup\"}"
},
"Type" : "SubtitleGroup"
},
"subtitle-cn-group": {
"Name": "subtitle-cn-group",
"Parameters": {
"AdaptationSet": "{\"Lang\":\"chinese\", \"Group\":\"SubtitleCNGroup\"}"
},
"Type" : "SubtitleGroup"
},
"videoTransLD": {
"Name": "videoTransLD",
"Parameters": {
"Outputs": "[{\"TemplateId\":\"d053297fc44f9dd6becd4a98d1c42f50\",\"Audio\":{\"Remove\":\"t
rue\"}}]",
"Representation": "{\"Id\":\"270pLD\", \"URI\":\"videoLD/xx.mpd\"}"
},
"Type": "Transcode"
},
"videoTransSD": {
"Name": "videoTransSD",
"Parameters": {
"Outputs": "[{\"TemplateId\":\"d861b90f6c0aed8f81095e5c5b857cba\",\"Audio\":{\"Remove\":\"t
rue\"}}]",
"Representation": "{\"Id\":\"480pSD\", \"URI\":\"videoSD/xx.mpd\"}"
},
"Type": "Transcode"
},
"videoTransHD": {
"Name": "videoTransHD",
"Parameters": {
"Outputs": "[{\"TemplateId\":\"117b3ae88efbc97df372cfd9a0e1ff4c\",\"Audio\":{\"Remove\":\"t
rue\"}}]",
"Representation": "{\"Id\":\"720pHD\", \"URI\":\"videoHD/xx.mpd\"}"
},
"Type": "Transcode"
},
"audioCNTransNode": {
"Name": "audioCNTransNode",
"Parameters": {
"Outputs": "[{\"TemplateId\":\"d053297fc44f9dd6becd4a98d1c42f50\",\"AudioStreamMap\":\"0:a:
0\",\"Video\":{\"Remove\":\"true\"}}]",
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"Representation": "{\"Id\":\"chinese128k\", \"URI\":\"audiocn/cn-abc.mpd\"}"
},
"Type": "Transcode"
},
"audioENTransNode": {
"Name": "audioENTransNode",
"Parameters": {
"Outputs": "[{\"TemplateId\":\"d053297fc44f9dd6becd4a98d1c42f50\",\"AudioStreamMap\":\"0:a:
1\",\"Video\":{\"Remove\":\"true\"}}]",
"Representation": "{\"Id\":\"english128k\", \"URI\":\"audioen/en-abc.mpd\"}"
},
"Type": "Transcode"
},
"subtitleENNode": {
"Name": "subtitleENNode",
"Parameters": {
"InputConfig": "{\"Format\":\"vtt\",\"InputFile\":{\"URL\":\"http://bucketname.oss-cn-hangz
hou.aliyuncs.com/dashpackage/subtitle/Subtitle.EN.vtt\"}}",
"Representation": "{\"Id\":\"subtitle-english\", \"URI\":\"subtitle/en-xx.vtt\"}"
},
"Type": "Transcode"
},
"subtitleCNNode": {
"Name": "subtitleCNNode",
"Parameters": {
"InputConfig": "{\"Format\":\"vtt\",\"InputFile\":{\"URL\":\"http://bucketname.oss-cn-hangz
hou.aliyuncs.com/dashpackage/subtitle/Subtitle.CN.vtt\"}}",
"Representation": "{\"Id\":\"subtitle-chinese\", \"URI\":\"subtitle/cn-xx.vtt\"}"
},
"Type": "Transcode"
},
"act-report": {
"Name": "act-report",
"Parameters": {
"PublishType": "Auto"
},
"Type": "Report"
},
"act-start": {
"Name": "act-start",
"Parameters": {
"PipelineId": "cc7fcef2562e4abc9332d491f93399d2",
"InputFile": "{\"Bucket\":\"inputbucketname\",\"Location\":\"oss-cn-hangzhou\",\"ObjectPref
ix\":\"package/dash/\"}"
},
"Type": "Start"
},
"generateMasterPlayListAct": {
"Name": "generateMasterPlayListAct",
"Parameters": {},
"Type": "GenerateMasterPlayList"
}
},
"Dependencies": {
"audio-en-group": ["audioENTransNode"],
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"audio-en-group": ["audioENTransNode"],
"video-group": ["videoTransLD", "videoTransSD", "videoTransHD"],
"audio-cn-group": ["audioCNTransNode"],
"audioCNTransNode": ["generateMasterPlayListAct"],
"subtitleENNode": ["generateMasterPlayListAct"],
"act-package": ["audio-en-group", "audio-cn-group", "subtitle-cn-group", "subtitle-en-group
", "video-group"],
"act-report": [],
"videoTransSD": ["generateMasterPlayListAct"],
"videoTransHD": ["generateMasterPlayListAct"],
"subtitle-en-group": ["subtitleENNode"],
"subtitle-cn-group": ["subtitleCNNode"],
"subtitleCNNode": ["generateMasterPlayListAct"],
"act-start": ["act-package"],
"videoTransLD": ["generateMasterPlayListAct"],
"generateMasterPlayListAct": ["act-report"],
"audioENTransNode": ["generateMasterPlayListAct"]
}
}

Sample codeSample code
1. Create an HLS packaging workflow

Create a workflow - Java

Create a workflow - Python

Create a workflow - PHP

2. Add media to MPS library

Add media to MPS library - Java

Add media to MPS library - Python

Add media to MPS library - PHP
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This topic describes how to create an HLS package workflow in the MPS console.

ScenariosScenarios
Pack three video streams respectively in 480p, 720p and 1080p formats into one file, so that you can
switch to the most appropriate video stream based on the network bandwidth.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the MPS console.

2. Select  a region.

3. Choose Workf lowsWorkf lows >  > Workf low Set t ingsWorkf low Set t ings.

4. On the Workf low Set t ingsWorkf low Set t ings page, click Creat e Workf lowCreat e Workf low.

5. Click the

icon on the right side of the InputInput  node to add a PackPack node.

6. Click the

icon on the right side of the PackPack node to add three Ext ract  VideoExt ract  Video nodes.

6.Create an HLS package workflow6.Create an HLS package workflow
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7. Configure the InputInput  node.

i. Click the

icon on the right side of the InputInput  node.

ii. In the InputInput  dialog box that appears, click SelectSelect  on the right side of Input  Pat hInput  Pat h.

Not e Not e The Input  Pat hInput  Pat h field specifies a storage location in OSS. The input path must
exist  in OSS.
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iii. In the Select  Input  Pat hSelect  Input  Pat h dialog box that appears, select  a bucket and click OKOK.

iv. (Optional) Set  Message T ypeMessage T ype to Do Not Send, Queue, or Topic, and specify a queue or topic
instance.

8. Configure the PackPack node.

i. Modify NameName, or use the default  name.

ii. Click the

icon on the right side of the PackPack node.
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iii. In the PackPack dialog box that appears, click SelectSelect  on the right side of Out put  Pat hOut put  Pat h.

Not e Not e The Out put  Pat hOut put  Pat h field specifies a storage location in OSS, which includes an
output file name. To prevent an output file from being overwritten when a workflow is
executed mult iple t imes, you can specify an output path by combining the following built-
in UC variables:

{RunId}: The workflow execution ID.

{ObjectPrefix}: The original f ile path that does not include the bucket information.

{FileName}: The original f ile name that does not include the extension name.

{ExtName}: The extension name of the original f ile.

iv. In the Select  Out put  Pat hSelect  Out put  Pat h dialog box that appears, select  a bucket and click OKOK.

Not e Not e The output bucket and the input bucket cannot be the same.
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Click OKOK.

9. Configure an Ext ract  VideoExt ract  Video node.

i. Click the

icon on the right side of the Ext ract  VideoExt ract  Video node.

ii. Modify NameName, or use the default  name.

iii. In the Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings dialog box that appears, click SelectSelect  on the right side of EncodingEncoding
T emplat eT emplat e.
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iv. In the Encoding T emplat eEncoding T emplat e dialog box that appears, select  the template type, output
format, and template. Then, click OKOK.

v. Set  Resource Pat hResource Pat h.

We recommend that you use the default  resource path. You can also modify the path based
on your needs. Note: If  the output path of the PackPack node is  a/b/c.m3u8  and the resource
path of the Extract  Video node is  d/e/f.m3u8 , the actual storage posit ion of the extracted
file is  a/b/d/e/f.m3u8 .

Not e Not e Configure three Ext ract  VideoExt ract  Video nodes respectively according to the previous
procedure. The encoding templates correspond to video resolut ions of 480p, 720p, and
1080p respectively.

10. Configure the Generat eGenerat e node.

i. Click the

icon on the right side of the Generat eGenerat e node.
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ii. Modify the value of Bandwidt hBandwidt h based on your needs.

11. Click OKOK.

12. Click SaveSave.

13. Submit  the task.

Not e Not e The HLS package workflow is not triggered by default . You can call the  AddMedia
  operation to specify the video ID and the HLS package workflow ID to process the video.
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